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April 2020 was a time of fear and uncertainty; it marked Canada’s first wave of a
global pandemic. We were in semi-lock
down, with so much uncertainty about
the future. Looking back as we enter
the fourth wave, with the Delta variant
and the new Mu variant keeping us all
on our toes, the first wave seems like a
lifetime ago. Most of us born post WWII
likely thought that we would be able to
cruise through life in North America with
barely a scratch. Little did we know that
a global pandemic would knock us all off
our feet.
But life goes on. We mask up, get
vaccinated, and we take care of each
other. At least for many of us that is the
goal. As a neighbourhood house we are
all about connecting people, helping to
create natural supports within community
in order for people to thrive. Our initial
response to the pandemic was to shut
programs for two weeks, to regroup and
see how we might respond and support
community needs.

Kensington Prairie Child Care reopened quickly
to support the needs of essential workers, while
Alexandra Retreat and Event Centre pivoted to
provide respite space for essential workers who
needed to isolate or needed some down time.
Thanks to the support from Peace Arch Hospital
Foundation, United Way Lower Mainland, Vancity,
and the Vancouver Foundation we were able
to adjust our approach quickly, and respond to
emergent needs. Community volunteers stepped
forward to make masks, and to start the Caring
Circles project to support isolated, and more
vulnerable neighbours in our community with
grocery shopping, conversation, and other
needs.
The Youth Space project was approved by the
City of Surrey as an essential service allowing
access to Sunnyside Hall, and the team was able
to support youth who were facing unique challenges
during the pandemic. The Food Hub in Crescent
Beach started up as part of the Seeds of Change
project, coordinated by Sources in collaboration
with local partners, and funded by UWLM. Not
everyone is aware that in our community we have
food insecure families, and the Food Hub has
supported 100+ people weekly.
In every community, and in every neighbourhood,
there are people who need support whether short
term or long term. The pandemic has shone a
light on all of our vulnerabilities. But it has also
shone a light on our strengths!
With gratitude, we live, work, and play on the stolen lands of the Coast
Salish Peoples; locally the land of the Semiahma, Semiahmoo Nation.

As we move into the fall, and the
fourth wave, we are readying ourselves
for navigating a post pandemic world.
We continue our decolonizing journey
as we walk towards reconciliation with
Indigenous People. We honour the
lives of the children who did not return
from residential schools, their families,
and the Survivors. We are committed,
as settlers, to recognize the truth, that
is, the harm done by colonization, and
to do the work necessary to unlearn
the colonizing principles that continue
to cause harm today.
We also anticipate the return of community gatherings, and the Alexandra
Festival, albeit a modified festival. We
look forward to bringing our neighbours together to experience a festive
and fun day in Crescent Beach!
This is Neighbourhood House work.
We thank our team – employees and
volunteers who have pressed through
their fatigue to ensure we were able to
keep moving forward.
We thank all who have contributed,
whether it be through donations or
volunteering; you have helped ensure
your neighbours are well supported.
We hope to see you at Alex Fest in
2022!
Respectfully,
Kate Hammer, Chair
Alexandra Community Board
Penny Bradley,
Executive Director

